This study investigated the damping effects of a dynamic vibration absorber (DVA) attached to a hinged-hinged nonlinear Euler-Bernoulli beam. The model constructed in this study was used to simulate suspended nonlinear elastic beam systems or vibrating elastic beam systems on a nonlinear Winkler-type foundation. This makes the modeling in this study applicable to suspension bridges, railway tracks, and even carbon nanotubes. The hinged-hinged beam in this study includes nonlinear stretching effects, which is why we adopted the method of multiple scales (MOMS) to analyze the frequency responses of fixed points in various modes. The use of amplitudes and vibration modes made it possible to examine the internal resonance. Our results indicate that particular elastic foundations or suspension systems can cause 1:3 internal resonance in a beam. The use of 3D maximum amplitude contour plots (3DMACPs) enabled us to obtain a comprehensive understanding of various DVA parameters, including mass, spring coefficient, and the location of DVA on the beam, and thereby combine them for optimal effect. Our results were verified using numerical calculations.
INTRODUCTION
Engineering from the scale of small mechanical components to that of aircraft wings and bridges must take into account the effects of vibration, which can cause fatigue, loosening of parts, and failure. Vibration can be linear or nonlinear, with the latter involving internal resonance that is complex and difficult to analyze. As described by Nayfeh and Mook, 1 in the event that the natural vibration frequencies of various degrees of freedom (DOFs) are multiples of one another, excitation at high frequencies can increase amplitudes at low frequencies. This study sought to account for this unique nonlinear phenomenon. Nayfeh and Balachandran 2 defined several stable conditions in nonlinear systems and presented a number of methods that could be used to determine system stability, and are therefore highly valuable as a reference in the analysis of system stability. Nayfeh and Pai 3 investigated vibrations in nonlinear Euler-Bernoulli beams. According to Newton's laws, Euler's angle transformation, and the Karman-type strain-displacement relationship in order to derive 3D and 2D equations associated with nonlinear beams. These theoretical models have greatly benefited related research. Nayfeh and Mook 1 also proposed a number of methods with which to solve nonlinear systems, including the Poincaré method, the Lindstedt method, the average method, and MOMS, which is highly conducive to the analysis of damped vibration systems. Ji and Zu 4 studied the rotating shaft system of a Timoshenko beam using MOMS to analyze the natural frequency responses of nonlinear systems. Nayfeh and Nayfeh 5 employed MOMS to identify nonlinear modes and nonlinear frequencies, whereupon they applied the Galerkin method to the analysis of dynamic responses in a nonlinear beam. Analysis of vibrations in an elastic beam involves many factors. Van Horssen and Boertjens 6 considered a suspension bridge under the influence of nonlinear aerodynamic effects using the theoretical model of a Euler-Bernoulli beam with linear springs to simulate vibrations in the bridge. They discovered that energy can shift between the first and third modes and that this is typical of nonlinear internal resonance. Their study prompted a great deal of research based on theoretical models. Theories similar to this, in which a beam is placed on an elastic foundation, have been widely applied to civil, mechanical, and aerospace engineering, by researchers such as Mundrey.
7 Fu et al. 8 reported nonlinear vibrations in embedded carbon nanotubes (CNTs), based on research involving the use of nonlinear 2D EulerBernoulli beams to simulate vibrations in CNTs on elastic matrices. Shen 9 used the model of a nonlinear 2D Euler-Bernoulli beam to analyze vibrations in a post-buckling beam placed on a double-layered elastic foundation, thereby demonstrating that the stiffness of elastic foundations has a significant influence on the vibration behavior of nonlinear beams.
Wang and Chen
10 developed a damping approach to vibration reduction without the need to change the damper, but merely enable its relocation by having a mass-spring-damper vibration absorber hung from the optimal damping location on a rotating mechanism (a CD-ROM drive or the coupling system of rotary wings and swashplates). Wang and Chang 11 studied nonlinear vibrations in a rigid plate using cubic springs to simulate supports at the four corners with two singlemass dampers hung from beneath the plate. The locations
